
Word of the Week

fallible (fal-li-ble)

Dictionary skills

If you say that someone or something is fallible, you mean that they are not perfect and are likely
to make mistakes or to fail in what they are doing.

Ollie was fallible, but continued to train and work hard.

Word class
(noun, adjective, verb,  

adverb)

A synonym
A word or phrase  

that means exactly  
or nearly the same  
as another word or  

phrase

An antonym
A word opposite in

meaning to another
(e.g. bad and good ).

A rhyme
A word that rhymes  

with optimistic

Find out…



Monday 18th January 2021

WALT publish my work

S2S: I can
o use continuous cursive writing
o use the correct layout for a letter
o ensure work is copied accurately



Now that you have edited and improved your writing it is
time to publish your writing.

Why publish work?
Publishing gives you the a last chance to edit, using the steps  
to success. It’s also about following the cycle of planning,  
drafting, editing, reviewing and publishing.
If we don’t publish, we aren’t giving you exposure to this
complete sequence.
It’s so important that this sequence of learning is part of your  
journey and that you are being exposed to these  
opportunities and that they are part of the journey recorded  
in your books.

Publishing work



1. Use a clean sheet of paper(s) to publish
your writing

2. Make sure you use the presentation  
(layout) of a letter

3. Write the date that is on the letter  
template

4. Your greeting to your mother should be
informal. Remember not to use current
slang

5. Have you got at least 3 paragraphs
6. Remember you start a new paragraph if  

you change the topic you are writing  
about – so you may have more than 3  
paragraphs

7. Think carefully how you are going to sign  
off

8. Neat handwriting
9. There should be very little crossing out

Activity



Reflection

Monday 18th January2021

WALT publish my work

S2S: I can
o use continuous cursive writing
o use the correct layout for a letter
o ensure work is copied accurately

What is one thing you need to remember
from today’s learning?



Answers Word of the Week

fallible (fal-li-ble)

Dictionary skills

If you say that someone or something is fallible, you mean that they are not perfect and are likely
to make mistakes or to fail in what they are doing.

Ollie was fallible, but continued to train and work hard.

Word class
adjective

A synonym  
flawed  

imperfect

An antonym
infallible

A rhyme
valuable
compatible

Examples:


